


It seems like you’re getting married and that’s pretty awesome. 

We don’t have an ‘ideal’ couple but what we do know is that there’s a few things that are 
important to us; you appreciate our style of photography & you trust our judgement. Most 
importantly? That you’re good peoples. If we have a few things in common then that’s another 
brucie bonus. 

We will not judge your special day, so if you don’t have any bunting, mason jars or pom-poms 
- we don’t care, it’s all about you (although all those things are still pretty awesome). We strive 
to book the couples that we connect with, so we’d love you tell us all about yourselves & your 
day. We really think  a wedding day should be fun & relaxed. Those are the types of weddings 
we are attracted to the most. We want to capture happy moments, emotional moments & 
everything inbetween.
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Betty - 
I love movies & I love TV, sometimes a little too much. It’s a sad day when I don’t have time for one 
quick film or at least 2 episodes of grey’s anatomy (although now I’m caught up & I don’t like this 
waiting game). I’m a bit of a gamer, if you ever played Jo & Mac then please be my best friend? I 
can’t pick a favourite game, however Jeff Bridges himself couldn’t tear me away from a new Final 
Fantasy. Which takes me to my next point, the Big Lebowski, I love it, I even named my packages 
after it. I like music, it’s always played a big part in my life. You know those 14 year old, baggy jeaned, 
stripy socked, green day lovers? You know how annoying they are? Yes, I was one in my youth, yes, 
I too was annoying as hell. I’m not sorry. I’m a lot less annoying now, I promise. I like to nod along 
with Maiden, I like to melt away with Mogwai. Who DOESN’T love a bit of Bluegrass Disney? I also 
love animals. Dogs in particular. I have 2. I live with a cat, he’s alright. I love to travel. Tokyo was 
the best. I think I’ve worn out Berlin. I love rain. I love sun. I love snow. I like a mild gust of wind.

cheeseburgers. rpg’s. playstation. irn bru. tom hanks. ink. ponyo. clouds. baggy 
joggers. soundtracks. kawaii. cinematography. walkthroughs. limited editions. 
illustrated tees. ho cho. family. bed. breakfast. promo merchandise. airports. 
kinder eggs. robin williams. blankets. toast. point n click games. farm animals. 
beef. framed prints. teddies. blade runner. tokyo. netflix. disney. nikon. biscuits. 
arts and crafts. socks. colour. childish gambino. goldie hawn. winona ryder.  iasip

david - 
I have worked in the Property Surveying and Facilities Management sectors for several years, 
though have been inspired by my amazing wife to get out the office, burn my boring suits, and take 
the plunge into the amazing world of photography. Having helped out at Tub of Jelly behind the 
scenes for a while, I am very excited to be able commit more time and energy into proving I am the 
real creative genius in our marriage. We have a very busy year ahead and I cant wait to work with 
some great people, and visit some amazing locations across the UK and beyond. I love bathbombs. 

I love Matt Damon.

olives.  fps .  beer .  tom cruise (pre scientology) . pomade . comedians in 
cars getting coffee . airshows . pringles  . reddit . baths . bathbombs . 

We think one of the most important things is that we all get along amazingly. To do that, we 
need to be willing to divulge some personal information. It doesn’t get much more personal 
than your taste in movies. 

We are kinda big goofballs. We just like hanging out with each other. We got together in 
2007 (we were just wee pups back then) and got married in 2013. So we know a little of 
what you might be dealing with right now. We love marriage.



We are casual observers & we capture the events as they unfold 
naturally, from prep all the way through to party. We love candids 
& capturing the interaction between you & your guests. We will 
take a rather informal approach to your formals, by which we mean 
we’ll get through your list of family & friends in a nice & relaxed 
manner. Our most favourite part of the day is when we get to steal 
you both for those super sweet & chilled bride & groom portraits. 
These can take from 10-50 minutes depending on your schedule & 
how much time you want for these. It’s a special part of the day were 
you can get away from the hustle & bustle. We might have had an 
engagement shoot which will make these portraits even easier peasier. 

Our favourite compliment from our couples is that they didn’t 
even know we were there for most of the day, we are stealthy and 
this really lets us capture those natural moments. Guests are 
important to us, you’ve invited your nearest and dearest for your 
special moment, be assured that we put as much time and effort in 
to capturing them having a major guffaw as we do capturing you. 

When you book us to film your wedding, our approach stays exactly the 
same. It’s still just the two of us and we alternate for the big moments like 
a first kiss. Guests never even realise that we are filming which results 
in the completely natural & real moments that you see in our work. 

We believe in being transparent with our pricing, that way ya’ll know you 
are investing the same. We rank all of couples together, we don’t consider 
one wedding better than another, that’s one of the reasons we don’t 
discount. We are flexible on length of coverage for weekday weddings.

For weddings outside of the UK; get in touch for a bespoke 
quote, we love to travel & have our passports at the ready.

We love our job so much and it means the absolute world 
to us to be the ones documenting such a special moment 
in your lives.  So read through our packages and HOLLA! 

We have to thank you in advance. Why? 

Because 1.5% of every single package will be donated to three charities 
that are close to our hearts (we couldn’t pick just one).

- .5% to Glasgow Old People’s Welfare Association 
- .5% to Maggie’s 
- .5% to the PDSA
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you want a full day? I can get you a full day, believe me

9 hours coverage

2 photographers | Betty + David

450+ edited, high resolution images on a customised USB stick (low res too)

travel within 100 miles of Glasgow included

online client gallery to share with family & friends. with the option to download & 
to order prints

all packaged in a carefully selected box with personalised treats

------

available as 7 hours (300+ images) with digital downloads only. 



this package will really tie the wedding together.

9 hours coverage

2 photographers | Betty + David

we both film on the day as well as photographing

11/2 - 21/2 minute short highlight film set to 1 licensed track

31/2 -41/2 minute highlight film that is set to 1 licensed track

8-12 minute film that is set to 2-3 licensed tracks

450+ edited, high resolution images 

all of that digital content on a customised USB stick (low res too)

Travel within 100 miles of Glasgow included

online client gallery to share with family & friends. with the option to download & 
to order prints

all packaged in a carefully selected box with personalised treats



it’s good knowin’ they are out there

Monday - Thursday only / Glasgow only

4 hours coverage 

2 photographers | Betty + David

200+ edited, high resolution JPG images via download

online client gallery to share with family & friends. with the option to download & 
to order prints

------

available as 1 photographer



scottish elopements only

Monday - Thursday only

4 hours coverage 

2 photographers | Betty + David

we both film on the day as well photographing 

300+ edited, high resolution JPG images via download

online client gallery to share with family & friends. with the option to download & 
to order prints

31/2-41/2 minute highlight film | the bunny

travel & accommodation included for anywhere in Scotland.



i am the walrus

Monday - Thursday only / Glasgow only

2 hours coverage

1 photographer | Betty or David

80+ edited, high resolution images via download

online client gallery to share with family & friends. with the option to download & 
to order prints





The perfect little opportunity for us to get to know each other. Plus 
you’ll get a sweet little set of images from it that are all about YOU. 
These sessions are always super relaxed & informal, in that sense very 
different from your wedding day. On an engagement shoot the focus 
is all on getting you comfortable in front of my camera. Once it’s done 
you’ll be able to see how we see you both. We love going through our 
images & seeing that a couple really, really love each other. We’ll get on 
well, we don’t doubt that, our goal is really to put you at ease. We want 
to see that natural connection & body language between you both. 

We can go wherever you like in Glasgow, Edinburgh, or further afield 
(up to 2 hours drive if it’s somewhere amazing) & you’ll have us for an 
hour. You can wear what you like, it’s good to be comfortable but if you’re 
looking for something extra special then you can dress it up a bit too.

From the hour shoot you’ll get a minimum of 50 hi res images as a 
digital download.  

The shoot is £300. You don’t have to be engaged to book this session. 

We do highly recommend having one of these shoots before your 
wedding day as it is such a relaxing experience & will give you so much 

confidence for the portraits & photographs on the day. 

Save £100 if you book with a weddding package.

engagements





Kahlua
Some additional extras you can pour in to your packages.

the rug | £200
Add on an engagement shoot to your package! You’ll get us for an hour, we are pretty flexible on 
locations and always up for somewhere new! Available Monday-Thursday. See engagements.

the toe | £150
Additional hourly coverage is available, extend the bridal/groom preparations or extend the boogie 
woogie coverage... or both! Please don’t be put off by our use of the term ‘boogie woogie’.

the marmot | £200
Rush editing of 1 week. Have all of your images uploaded in to your online gallery within 1 week of 
your wedding date. 

x3 7x7” storybooks | 80 pages| £450
This option comes in a set of 3, so that’s one for you & a copy for each set of parents! Sorted. They are 
similar in style to the premium non-layflat option as they both feel like books.

8.5x8.5” lay-flat storybook | 40 pages| £685
The Layflat Photo Album offers the choice from 11 fabric colors and 4 varieties of foil-stamping. 
Designed to inspire awe from cover-to-cover, the Layflat Photo Album is distinguished for its 
seamless panoramic spreads, premium quality papers and foil-stamped covers. 

8.5x8.5” storybook | 200 pages| £585
This book is perfect. It comes with a gorgeous, handmade, fabric sleeve that will be tailored made 
for your album. This book feels & looks like it belongs on the bookshelf, it is exquisite. The pages are 
100% recycled with matte finish.



 

tub of jelly films 
We offer a bunch of different options on our wedding films. We love when 
our couples add these to their photography because we KNOW they won’t 
regret it. The films we create work seamlessly with our photography. Our 
films have character, heart & emotion. Time and time again our couples tell 
us how unobtrusive we were and how easy the whole experience was. We are 
massive movie & tv fans & we feel like this is what gives us that cinematic 
edge that steers away from the traditional wedding films. We believe weddings 
should be fun, laid-back and full of love and that’s exactly what we showcase 
in our films. You can see some stills from some of our videos on the left.

We don’t record sound on the day, all of our films are set to carefully 
selected licensed tracks. We love to experiment with our films and 
you’ll notice that no two films are the same. We really take the 
atmosphere from the day and pour that right back in to your movie. 

“The video had everyone in tears, again. To be able to shoot stills as well as 
motion seamlessly is phenomenal.” - Roz, bride.

“Oh my.. We absolutly LOVE the highlight video!!!!! Brought a tear to my eye.” 
Hannah, bride.

So, we love making people cry. 

The Dude package is our ultimate photography & video package as it includes 
all of our video options. If you don’t fancy that then you can add on our video 
options to your package. 



Kahlua pt.2
all of our film options. the donny is only available for full day weddings. the other options can be 
added to any package. you can also add more than one! If you want to go for all 3 then save over 
£500 by booking our dude package.

little larry sellers | £250
We will record throughout the day & compile a selection of best bits from the day, resulting in a 
unique & fun highlight video that is between 11/2 - 2 minutes of edited footage with a lovely soundtrack 
of 1 licensed song and is entirely black and white.

the bunny | £600
We will record throughout the day & compile a selection of best bits from the day, resulting in 
a unique & fun highlight video that is between 31/2 - 41/2 minutes of edited footage with a lovely 
soundtrack of 1 licensed song.

the donny | £900
We will record throughout the day & compile a comprehensive video, covering all the important 
parts of the day in a unique & quirky style. You’ll receive between 8-10 minutes of edited footage 
with a lovely soundtrack of 2-3 licensed songs.



I contacted Tub of Jelly at really short notice when we realised just asking our friends to take 
photos wasn’t really going to cut it, and we’d rather have someone take care of photos specifically. 
We didn’t want the standard wedding photos, we preferred the idea of something with a little 
more atmosphere, and Tub of Jelly completely understood that. The shooting on the day was 
totally unobtrusive, was invisible for the most part. The photos they gave to us were so different 
to the usual wedding photos. It made us feel great when all our friends were so surprised by Tub 

of Jelly’s unique perspective, that it made them actually take the time to look.

The only downside to using Tub of Jelly is that - ideally - you only get married once.

- Mr Simpson

Just got all our stuff through from Betty and David and it’s better than I possibly could’ve 
imagined. Thanks so much guys, it’s perfect......even the turtle.

- Joe, the groom

It is impossible to overstate how much we love Betty and David. Their talent speaks for itself, but 
beyond that, they were the most wonderful people to have around throughout our whole wedding 
process. Totally professional, perfect communication, flexible and absolutely committed to 
making sure we got exactly what we wanted from our engagement and wedding photography 
and video. They are also just the best people who we wish lived closer so we could hang out with 
them all the time! I look at our photos and watch our video obsessively, and can’t count how 
many people have literally gasped when looking at them for the first time. They bring me right 
back to that perfect day in a way I never could have expected. We just love love love the Tub of 

Jelly team!

- Becca, the bride

When our photos arrived we were blown away. Not only did they captured the happiness and 
magic of our day and then some but she had included a couple of incredibly thoughtful gifts 
with them. The video had everyone in tears, again. To be able to shoot stills as well as motion 
seamlessly is phenomenal. Relaxed yet focused on getting amazing pics of you, Deserves many 

more than 5 stars really!

Roz, the bride

kind words.

You’re goddamn right I’m living in the fucking past!



Do you travel for weddings?
Most certainly! In fact, we leap at the chance to visit places we’ve never seen. If it’s more than a 2 hour 
drive then we may request accommodation & fuel/flight/train/bus expenses. 

We would love to book you. Now what?
Awesome. First things first, we require a non refundable booking fee of £500 in order to secure your 
date, this is deducted from your final balance. Your date is not guaranteed without this. Then down to the 
boring document reading & signing. For this all we need is both your full names & your current address & 
a confirmation of your package choice. The contract is in place to protect everyone, not just us! After that 
the final balance is due on the first of the month that is prior to the wedding date. 

Do you have insurance?
We have full liability and indemnity.

Do you do formal photographs and how do you approach it?
We know that these shots are often the ones on grandparent’s & loved one’s walls & we’ll give you the 
chance to write down which formal shots you want, then we’ll take the list along with us on the day. It 
takes about 3 minutes to set up a shot, bear this in mind. We really don’t recommend any more than 6. 
This is really for your own sanity, you will hate the formals. 

anything else?
We offer additional hours coverage, every extra hour is £150.

Should we meet up before the big day?
Most definitely, we want to create a relationship with you in the lead up to your wedding. We want you 
to be able to trust us fully on the day and not worry about me capturing those special moments. We may 
be spending up to 9 hours with each other on the biggest day of your lives, we want you to be comfortable 
with us. See the engagement shoot section!

Do you offer products?
We love print. We always include a few starter prints when we send out the finished package, these vary 
in size & quantity so we just send them out as a nice little bonus. We are also happy to advise you on the 
best places to take your hi res images to for printing. We just want you print all those bloody beautiful 
images! We also offer lovely albums, two premium & one mid range album set.

How long have you been taking photographs?
I (Betty) have been taking photographs for over 10 years now. I left school early in 2006 and studied Art 
& Design, I studied fine art photography during this and learned all about the art of film photography. I 
developed all my own photos and immediately caught the photography bug. Since then I had a brief love 
affair with graphic design and spent 2 years working with schuh. When I realised photography was my 
main bitch, I quit, BOOM.  David came on board in early 2015 and has been itching to get going, he has 
been learning steadily since the beginning of Tub of Jelly & is now ready to join me at the helm. He has 
grown his own style and it is so hard to imagine doing this without him now.

What actress would you pick to play you in a Betty Rodden biopic?
Obviously it’s dependant on the age range but for an older version of myself, that I’m yet to experience, it 
would 100% be Goldie Hawn. She’s the bomb. If Kate Hudson wanted to do the younger scenes, I might 
have to reconsider the whole bloody thing.

What actor would you pick to play you in a David Rodden biopic?
Matt Damon.

What’s it like living with Oscar? (see photo on opposite page)
At times we wonder if he even likes us at all. *as we gaze at our scratch ridden bodies* When we do receive 
a morsel of affection from him, it really does fill us with joy. We secretly like being woken up at 3am to the 
noise of a small ball being thrown about our room. Not to mention the adorable moewing, at any hour, 
when it’s nothing but the unappealing crumbs left in his food bowl.






